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Hanging lamp TANGO CLEAR 3xE14

Categories: INDOOR LIGHTING \ SUSPENDED LAMPS

www.eko-light.com

Bar code
5902693761648
Symbol
ML6164

Base unit
pcs
VAT
23%

SIGNS

LOGISTICS

https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/indoor-lighting
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/suspended-lamps
https://b2b.eko-light.com/
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Width: 600 mm

Depth: 150 mm

Adjustable height: 500-1000 mm

Height of the shade: 28cm

Power: 3xE14 40W

Source of light: NOT

Dimmable: Yeah

Voltage: ~ 230V / 50Hz

CHARACTERISTICS

https://b2b.eko-light.com/zasoby/import/8/8693_17078_1.jpg
https://b2b.eko-light.com/zasoby/import/8/8693_17079_0.jpg
https://b2b.eko-light.com/zasoby/import/8/8693_17080_0.jpg
https://b2b.eko-light.com/zasoby/import/8/8693_17081_0.jpg
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=01-szerokosc[600+mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=02-glebokosc[150+mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=03a-wysokosc-regul[500-1000+mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=03b-wysokosc-klosza[28cm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=04-moc[3xe14+40w]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=06-zrodlo-swiatla[nie]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=26-sciemnianie[no]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=08-napiecie[%7e230v%2f+50hz]
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THREAD: E14

Ingress Protection (IP): IP20

Color: Black / Chrome

Made of: metal. glass

Net weight: 2.24kg

Gross weight: 3.2kg

Width of packaging: 64

Depth of packaging: 39

Height of packaging: 22

PACKAGING CATEGORY: CARDBOARD

CATEGORY IN THE PACKAGE: POLYSTYRENE + FOIL

Producer: Eco-Light

Brand: Milagro

Tango - musical elation in an elegant version  

The Tango series is a modern collection created by the Polish brand MiLAGRO. The hallmark of this line
is an impressive glass lampshade in the shape of an inverted cup. The luminaire, depending on the color
version of the lampshade, can either expose the light source or cover it. Lamps from this collection will
completely change the interior, giving it an extraordinary class and style. This elegant series will be best
presented in the living room and bedroom, as well as in various types of service premises in the beauty
industry and hotels. The line consists of two lamp models: with one lampshade or with three lampshades,
the wires of which are placed on a common, rectangular rosette. 

The lamps from the Tango line in golden color will be the perfect complement to a glamor-style interior.
The golden, shimmering housing of the lampshade gives an amazing effect that makes the room glow. In
turn, the other two shades - transparent and burnt, thanks to the universal colors, leave freedom in
arrangement. The Tango series can be used in several rooms, creating a coherent whole. The elegant
collection is an irreplaceable decoration that will not only brighten up the interior, but will also be a great
addition. The model with three shades will work well just above the dining room table, the top of which
will brighten up properly. However, a single lamp will perfectly fit into the decor of a smaller room where
there is no need to install strong light.  

Tango - an unusual proposition from the Polish brand MiLAGRO 

The Tango collection was created from high-quality raw materials, thanks to which it is resistant to dirt
and damage. The combination of metal and glass makes this series the quintessence of not exaggerated
elegance. All models in this series have the ability to adjust the cable, which means that they can be
mounted anywhere, adjusting only the height.  

The lamps from the Tango line are equipped with a place for one E14 light source with a power of 40 W
(sold separately). In addition, the lamps in this series are covered by a manufacturer's warranty which
lasts for 24 months.  

This unique collection includes the following lamps:  

DESCRIPTION

https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=11-gwint[e14]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=12-stopien-ochrony[ip20]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=10-kolor-obudowy[black+%2f+chrome]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=17-material[metal.+szk%C5%82o]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=15-waga-netto[2.24kg]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=16-waga-brutto[3.2kg]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=19-szer-opakowania[64]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=20-glebokosc-opakow[39]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=18-wysokosc-opakowa[22]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=32-kat-opakowa[tektura]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=33-kat-w-opak[styropian+%2b+folia]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=24-producent[eko-light]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=25-marka[milagro]
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pendant lamp with one light source with a transparent shade ML6163  
pendant lamp with one light source with a gray, burnt shade ML6165 
hanging lamp with one light source with a golden shade ML6167  
hanging lamp with three light sources with a transparent shade ML6164  
hanging lamp with three light sources with a gray, burnt shade ML6166  
hanging lamp with three light sources with a golden shade ML6168


